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Feb 19: BRG Zoom meeting. 7:00 pm
Mar 19: BRG Zoom meeting. 7:00 pm
Apr 16: BRG Zoom meeting. 7:00 pm
May 21: BRG Zoom meeting. 7:00 pm
June 18: BRG Zoom meeting. 7:00 pm
June 28- July 2, 2021: NSS Convention, in Weed, CA. See the website:
http://nss2021.caves.org/
Aug 13-15, 2021: Karst-O-Rama – at
Great Saltpetre Cave Preserve, Mt.
Vernon, KY. KOR is hosted by the
Greater Cincinnati Grotto with preregistration discounts and info available
soon! For more information, see our
website at: http://karstorama.com/
Fall 2021: VAR at the RASS Field station in Bath Co. VA.

Bill Koerschner sketching Freeman Ave in
McClung Cave, WV. Photo by Dave Socky
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The February 19, 2021 meeting of the
Blue Ridge Grotto will be held as a
virtual Zoom meeting. The meeting
starts at 7:00 pm. See the announcement on this page for link information.
Also, as a reminder, the link will be
sent out before each meeting.
The program this month will be an NSS
slide show by the Pittsburg Grotto
called “Exploration of Overholt Blowing Cave, WV”. It was originally produced in 1961 and was just recently
made available as a PowerPoint presentation by the NSS AV Library. See how
caving was done way back when!

Date & Time: Saturday, February 20,
2021. Meet at the Hanging Rock Orange Market at 9:00 am.
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Susan reports: “we may just go in and
explore a bit instead of doing the normal tourist trip, or we may see if Susan
and Jeff can actually lead a normal
tourist trip without Doug's help! We
may actually explore the cave because
Susan and Jeff are leading & they get
lost”.
Paxton Cave is a dense joint-controlled
maze cave formed in the Helderberg
limestone. There is over 7 miles of
multi-level maze cave, mostly dry with
many very nice formations. Taking a
compass along is recommended if you
are not with someone who knows the
cave. Paxton’s is horizontal with a few
areas of exposure. Be prepared to
crawl in some areas, and scramble in
others!
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A New Home for BRG? Everyone is
adjusting to ZOOM, but eventually we
will be able to hold in-person meetings
again. WHERE? We can try to return to
Jersey Lily’s in Salem, VA. Or we can
find a new place to meet. It does not
have to be a restaurant; we have held
meetings in a classroom, a fire station,
and at member’s houses. Must be 3rd
Friday of the month evening meeting.
NEEDED: a FREE convenient place,
private meeting room with a TV and WiFi. If a restaurant, food service for 20 or
so, and no rental charge if everyone orders food. Non-Smoking place is a requirement! Report any suggestions to
the BRG Officers.
Closed Caves: Remember that some
caves are closed in the winter for bats.
Please respect all cave closures.
VA-Winter closure dates:Oct.15 -Apr.15.
WV - Winter closure dates: Sep.1 – May 15.

Leader: Doug Feller
Coordination: Susan Burr 540-989-5809
pondlady97@gmail.com

Seventeen members and friends attended the January 15, 2021 BRG ZOOM
Meeting.

Requirements: Horizontal trip. Basic
caving gear. Beginner cave trip. Please
contact Susan Burr to sign up.

We were treated to guest speaker,
world traveler and BRG caver Bill
Walker’s adventures in the El Penon
Karst Area of Colombia, S.A. Bill’s
photos and videos showcased a littleexplored karst area and left us hoping
for more!

Limits: 10 cavers.

BRG Meeting Minutes – can be read
on the BRG webpage at:
https://blueridgegrotto.org under the
‘BRG Organization’ button.
NSS Membership: Would you like to
join or renew with the NSS? See this
link for details.
BRG Rescue: Currently, there are
only three contacts on the BRG Rescue
Roster: Mary Sue Socky, Marian
McConnell, and Dan McConnell. Does
anyone else want to be included on the
list? You do not have to be a ‘first responder’ – rather, you would be a coordinator for BRG cavers if NCRC or
BCRG called to request assistance in a
cave rescue.
NSS Internal Organizations: BRG
has sent in their annual I.O. Report to
the NSS. We’re good for 2021.

CaveSim: Does BRG wish to make a
single-time donation to CaveSim? After
a short discussion, the amount of $50.00
was suggested. Vote was by acclimation
– PASSED. Treasurer will send a check
to CaveSim.
2021 Grand Caverns Restoration
Cancelled: I'm sorry to announce that
this year's Grand Caverns Spring Restoration conservation weekend has been
canceled. Yep, COVID strikes again. It's
just too soon in the vaccination efforts to
safely hold an event inside a cave with
people working hard who don't live in
your house, even with masks. Believe
me, this is perhaps my favorite weekend
of the year and I'm canceling it. I do
hope that we all can see each other later
in the year after most get vaccinated.
Until then, take care of yourselves!
Thanks, Meredith Hall Weberg

Final Call for paying 2021 BRG dues –
send them in ASAP! Currently, Blue
Ridge Grotto has 47 members and 5
subscribers for 2021.
2021 Membership packets will be
mailed out in the next few weeks.
Know of a potential caver? Bring them
to a BRG meeting, sponsor them on a
BRG activity, do lots of fun things with
the best cavers around ~

Cave Softly and Safely
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Blue Ridge Grotto Virtual Zoom Meeting(s)

Time: Every month on the Third Friday, until Dec17, 2021, 13 occurrences, at 7:00
pm (Eastern Time - US and Canada).

Feb 19, 2021 07:00 PM
Mar 19, 2021 07:00 PM
Apr 16, 2021 07:00 PM
May 21,2021 07:00 PM
Jun 18, 2021 07:00 PM

July 16, 2021 07:00 PM
Aug 20, 2021 07:00 PM
Sept 17, 2021 07:00 PM
Oct 15, 2021 07:00 PM
Nov 19, 2021 07:00 PM
Dec 17, 2021 07:00 PM
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Long Cave Lists

maintained by Bob Gulden
USA Long & Deep, World Long &
Deep, & World Big Rooms
www.caverbob.com/usalong.htm
www.caverbob.com/usadeep.htm
www.caverbob.com/rooms.htm
www.caverbob.com/wlong.htm
www.caverbob.com/wdeep.htm

Please download and import the following iCalendar (.ics) files to your calendar system for the monthly BRG meeting by clicking on this link.
Join Zoom Meeting by clicking here https://zoom.us/j/99370232398

Meeting ID: 993 7023 2398
Dial by your location
One tap mobile
+1 669 900 6833 US (San Jose)
+16699006833,,99370232398# US (San Jose)
+1 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
+12532158782,,99370232398# US (Tacoma)
+1 346 248 7799 US (Houston)
+1 929 205 6099 US (New York)
+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington D.C)
Find your local number:
+1 312 626 6799 US (Chicago)
https://zoom.us/u/aO8P1uRz

Treasure's Report
01/15/2021
Cave Bucks
Conservation
Equipment
General
Total

$
0.00
$
0.00
$ 133.87
$3,289.67
$3,423.54

Porters Gate Project Update
Porter Cave Project headed by Susan Burr.
• Susan recently met with Alan Stanton, a
former BRG member from Covington.
Alan has offered to make the ladder for
free and may possibly supply parts for free.
• There is a question on the culvert about its
shape. It may be an ‘arched’ culvert instead of oval. The ‘arched’ culvert may be
flat on one side. If that is the case, it may
need to be larger in size than what was
originally specified.
• A budget for the project has yet to be
drawn up. The cost is estimated to be less
than $500.
• It was suggested that since 2021 Fall VAR
is supposed to be at the RASS site in Bath
Co. VA, maybe we do the Porters Gate
project then as a VAR conservation project, headed by the BRG.
• One of the points made was that we are
really in no hurry because of COVID. A
summertime/fall timeframe would be better because more people should be vaccinated by then and COVID should be less
of an issue.

Virtual Topics in Cave Rescue
—presented by the NSS—
February 10, 2021
8PM Eastern: National Cave Rescue Commission: Board of
Regional Coordinators
Caves and Cave Rescue Considerations of the NCRC Regions
9PM Eastern: Andrew Muñoz
What I learned spending 14 hours peeing in my wetsuit
About the series:
Presentations on the second and fourth Wednesdays
February through May, 8-10pm Eastern
Register now for the whole series for free.
Flyer attached, please spread the word!
NOTE: The Virtual Topics in Cave Rescue to not replace
any NCRC/ER-NCRC training.
-Sarah Truebe
Southwestern Regional Coordinator
National Cave Rescue Commission
520-302-4217
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Picking up nickels & dimes in McClung Cave
Great Savannah Cave System
January 3, 2021 by
Once upon a very long time ago my carbide lamp failed while I was perilously
positioned in the entrance canyon of
historic McClung Cave. This was early
in my caving career and with no one
nearby I was in desperate shape, but
fortunately I escaped by the dimmest of
dim lights. My second visit to McClung
was much more recent – latest 2020 –
and through the miracles of LED technology the canyon looked distinctly less
sinister and much easier to traverse. This
trip was a success with 1400 feet of
(mostly) resurvey in a sewer and zigzaggy canyon known as the Junction
Connector.

that he could hear a stream;
this was unexpected. Bill
squeezed up through a bodytight hole in the breakdown
that terminated the crawl and
entered a virgin roomlet with
a solutional wall on the right
and breakdown ahead, above
and on the right. Breakdown
terminated the passage at
RDS9 and the stream somewhere below remained heard,
but not seen. A lot like those
voices in my head.

We turned tail and resumed
surveying toward the gate
I enjoyed the trip, so I returned with
and closed a loop through a Bill Koerschner taking the step in the Entrance
Canyon. Photo by Dave Socky.
Dave Socky and Bill Koerschner on 3
higher
intermediateJanuary 2021 to do the much more munintermediate level into The
the usual back and forth they settled on
dane task of surveying nonsense loops
Breezeway (RDS14 – TTG34). This
pushing a narrow stream passage that
and leads just beyond the gate. Rain
pseudo-level was solutional and also
connected The Breezeway to the Juncmeant the cave streams and domes were
dumped us back in our starting passage,
tion Connector. Suspiciously, the most
lively, but not in flood per se. Our first
so we closed a loop back to RDS10.
recent map showed the middle portion of
“lead” was in The Breezeway at TTG32
Suffice to say, nothing went, but everythis cross passage in dashed lines. Bill
where a lower (actually intermediate)
thing went somewhere and we had to
speculated that this must mean the paslevel paralleled the main passage and
clean up the mess.
sage is interrupted by a low, wet crawlplayed peekaboo with it.
The passage continued to play peekaboo
way that was too unpleasant to interest
Our Rainy Day Survey (RDS) quickly
with passages above and absolutely repast surveyors. Well, we would find out!
dropped us into a stoopway/walking
fused to settle down into some kind of
The stream passage was accessed via a
passage headed back toward the gate
consistent plan or cross section. Breakfunnel-like pit dropping 20 feet below
(RDS2), but being sensible, we instead
down ruled the day and eventually we
The Breezeway at TTG45. Bill was still
went the opposite direction in a previfound ourselves back in a room-like poron point and quickly found himself in a
ously unsurveyed crawlway. I was
tion of The Breezeway yet again
not unpleasant stoopway (RDS38) with
sketching, which proved very frustrating
(RDS22 – TTG45). By then my sketch
the stream entering from behind the
when the crawlway twisted and turned
had become surrealistic, which makes
climbdown. Bill later observed that he
such that my sketch kept interfering with
me thankful Dave is drawing the map.
should have pushed or at least checked
itself. Bill was on point and called back
To our delight, the intermediate level
upstream, but “he didn’t feel like it”.
continued below this latest
Dave and I felt the same, so this will
of connections in its quest
need to be checked on some future trip.
to return to the gate and
Downstream was surprisingly tame and
join the main canyon. So,
not narrow. The cross section was more
we pursued it with all abanboxy than canyon-like and incised into
don and after more breakthe Maccrady Shale. We could occasiondown and complexities we
ally stand or walk. Not too bad! Dave
completed our mission with
had taken over sketching, so he was sufRDS36 – ADH18. We had
fering from needless meanders complisuccessfully killed off the
cating plotting and drawing instead of
passage, surveyed 657 feet,
me (hee hee). However, things got intercompleted our day’s objecesting at RDS47 where we learned why
tive and left zero leads.
this stretch had not been previously surBUT! Our day was far
veyed.
from over, as it was still
The passage split into a low, wet crawl“early” and unknown to us
way on the right and a fissure on the left.
the real fun had yet to
Greg Springer and Bill Koerschner at the end of begin. Dave and Bill con(Continued on page 14)
the Entrance Canyon. Photo by Dave Socky
sulted old maps and after
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(McClungs continued from page 13)

None of us liked the look of the crawlway, so Bill took the survey into the
fissure in the hopes it would bypass the
crawlway. The first 6 feet was OK, but
Dave and I listened with increasing unease as Bill slowly squirmed and forced
his way through a flat-out belly crawl at
the bottom of the fissure while oofing a
lot. This did not look or sound pleasant.
Bill somehow made it through and reported the fissure turned and connected
back to the stream passage – bypass confirmed. However, he still had to negotiate a ceiling-level squeeze requiring
levitation and abundant will power. Never one to complain, he worked his way
back to the stream passage and I started
into the flat-out belly crawl while Dave
mumbled about being “too big” for the
squeeze.
Entering the crawl meant angling down
from atop a breakdown block and inserting oneself with the knowledge that
there was no backing out. You had to get
through or be dug out. I discovered to
my lack of amusement that the mud
floor was Velcro to my suit and pretty
soon I was seriously stuck with my entire torso in full body contact. The only
question was whether claustrophobia
would raise its ugly head, but I kept it at
bay and somehow made millimeter by
millimeter progress until eventually I
had use of an arm and could lever myself a little.
When I was finally free Dave asked if
that was the tight spot. I looked around

Greg Springer taking notes.
Photo by Dave Socky
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the hairpin corner and
said, “No.” Bill’s ceiling
level
squeeze
looked do-able, but it
was clearly going to be
a challenge too. However, at the moment, I
had a job to do and
proceeded to shoot a
shot to Bill and tried to
motivate myself to
check the 3Hx2W fissure lead heading SW
from the corner. I decided, like Bill, “I didn’t feel like it” and the
fissure will need to be
checked in the future.
“I have to sketch all this breakdown?”
I have no idea how Bill
Photo by Dave Socky
got up and onto the
breakdown block that
to the main canyon (as shown on the old
forces you up against the ceiling after
maps). However, at that point Bill was
the hairpin turn, but I tried and tried and
concerned with only one thing… closing
tried and utterly failed. Dave had menthe loop to the Junction Connector and
tioned Bill is very thin, but said nothing
exiting the cave before Wendy’s drive
about his levitation abilities. (Bill – my
thru closed! So, on we went, soon crawllegs are long enough to just barely touch
ing, and we tied in with RDS64 – GDS6.
the floor next to the block so I was able
We exited in time for Wendys with
to ‘levitate’ by wedging my right side on
1,188 feet and 64 stations in the book. It
top of the slab and dangling my left leg
was a surprisingly tiring 11.5 hour trip,
over the side to toe-push along. Sliding
but Dave and Bill were very happy that
off the greasy slab into the slot to the left
we got so much cleanup done. These
would have meant certain entrapment).
sort of trips add nickels and dimes worth
Fortunately, we were carrying a sledge
of footage to cave lengths, but collecand wonder bar, so those were passed to
tively they really add up over time. For
me and I hammered and pried until a
the day, we added 657 feet of length to
long ceiling ledge fell and made the
the Great Savannah Cave System, which
squeeze much, much easier. By then,
gets us that much closer to passing FriDave had abandoned hope of fitting
ars Hole for number one in the state!
through the tight spots and resigned himself to getting wet. We first shuttled the
Stats
packs through the dry route, then Dave
➢ Time: 11.5 hours
shot the DistoX through the water crawl
➢ Surveyed: 1,188 feet in 64 survey
to close the loop before plunging
stations
through himself.
➢ New length added: 657 feet
I emerged from the fissure side loop a
Leads left:
changed man. I wasn’t any smarter, bet➢ RDS38: Check for upstream continter looking, or wiser, but I felt a bit subuation of stream passage beyond
dued and bruised.
BD
Downstream the passage dropped off a 4
➢ RDS50: Passable, 3-foot high fisft waterfall and became walking again.
sure heading SW at hairpin turn.
We surveyed around a hairpin turn to the
➢ RDS55: Passable, 2x2 lower level
left and passed a floor-level crawlway
crawl heading NE, dry
lead at RDS55 before intersecting a very
➢ RDS56: Dome bolt lead, 15 feet to
wet dome on the left. This is an enticing
first landing, cannot see top, but it is
15ft bolting lead (RDS56) given the
at least 40 feet high
amount of water. There appears to be
➢ RDS58: Crawlway connecting to
another offset shaft above the lower
main canyon, needs survey, some
dome with a ceiling of at least 40ft.
parts only 1 ft high.
We reached a junction just downstream
from the dome where an upper level
crawl departs SW to eventually connect
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Caving in Colombia
Exploring the El Peñón, Colombia karst area
From Bill Walker’s recent presentation to Blue Ridge Grotto
At the January 15, 2021 BRG meeting,
guest speaker Bill Walker told us of his
recent adventures in Colombia, South
America. Using PowerPoint and video,
Bill told of the El Peñón Colombia
karst area he visited in December
2020.
The area has been little explored, is covered with tropical forest, and contains
huge sinkholes, pits, and caves. Bill
hiked all over the high-altitude cloud
forest with his old friend caver Dan
Staley (Tampa Bay Area Grotto). They
located and explored Phantom Cave - a
huge 300’ deep heart-shaped sinkhole
pit.
(See
video
https://
vimeo.com/266044084 ), and Cave of
the Winds, which features a 400’ deep
pit and 9000’ of cave. All sorts of neat
things, including paleo art and fossils
were discovered in this cave. Also, see
the newest (Feb. 2021) NSS News article - Cave Exploration in Colombia,
by Dan Straley and Becky Dettore.
Thanks for sharing your incredible adventure with BRG, Bill!
Bill adds: as a follow-up to my presentation on Colombia, here are some resources if you are interested in the caves
of Colombia.
These are the two cavers I mentioned in
my presentation, Dan, and Jesus. If you
are a caver, they will probably accept
your friend request on Facebook:

Cave of the Winds

Dan Straley
https://www.facebook.com/dan.straley.1
American caver who spends most of his
free time in Colombia
Jesus Fernandez Auderset
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?
id=100000446174949

Swiss Colombian Caver, director of
Espeleo-Colombia

Phantom Cave Video
https://vimeo.com/266044084
This video is from Phantom Cave, the
cave I helped explore while in Colombia. The cave was previously discovered
by a drone (a DJI Phantom drone) and
the beginning of the video shows the
drone footage flying into the sinkhole
entrance.

Espeleo-Colombia
https://www.facebook.com/EspeleoColombia-Fernandez-Auderset415574088618350
And here are some videos:

El guardián de las cavernas
https://vimeo.com/223463486
A video about Jesus with some cool
shots of caves and the karst around El
Peñón.
Hallazgo
https://vimeo.com/205434165

Another video about Jesus and the caves
of the area
El Río Invisible TRAILER
https://vimeo.com/440111257

Phantom Cave

A trailer to a video that was entered in
the last NSS Convention.

El Penon Karsts
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History of NSS GEO2 Long & Deep Cave Lists
Bob Gulden, NSS#13188FL

How it started for me: Back in 1976 we
had found and were surveying what
would become the Friars Hole Cave
System, WV. The cave system was
growing by miles and I wanted to know
where we stood in the world.

computer. Now I could print out many
copies of the lists. In 1989 I moved to
different offices and had my own IBM
computer and had a Database program
that I again retyped the data into. Now I
could sort the List in different ways.

So, I found the book Great Caves of the
World, and the List was started.

In the mid-1990’s, my office moved to a
different building with new stuff and
software. I was able to transfer the List
database to an Excel spreadsheet where I
could now sort the List many ways for a
lot of lists and started making other lists,
like Sea Caves, Deep Pits of the World,
Largest Rooms, and so on. I was doing
the lists at work and printing them out to
a large printer/copier. I kept a backup
copy of the Excel data on my home
computer, now a computer running Microsoft.

At the time, Wil White was the List
Keeper and Chairman of GEO2. I talked
to him and he told me to run with it.

When I started the List, it was kept on
punch cards. I worked at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
MD, and had a program that would combine two cards and print out the 132
charters on the printer of the SDS 930
computer which was used to control the
OAO spacecraft. Years later we upgraded the computers for the HEAO spacecraft, so I put the List on magnetic tape.
At the time I was just listing the USA
caves over 1 mile long, and world caves
over 3KM long.
In 1982, I got an Apple II+ home computer and a dot matrix printer. So, I
typed the whole List onto a 5 ½ inch
floppy disk.
Then in 1983, I got a new job with
DOD, so I typed the List onto a Cray

After 30 years with DOD, I retired and
moved down to Roanoke Co, VA with
my son and his wife in 2013. At first, I
was getting list updates from caving
magazines and from letters. Then, almost everyone switched over to sending
reports by e-mail. Later, I was also getting updates from the WEB and Facebook.
My caving days are over, but I still have
my lists to keep me busy. I have had fun
seeing how my survey projects placed in

Bill Koerschner sketching the big stuff in
McClung Cave, WV. Photo by Dave Socky

the USA and World; Friars Hole, WV,
Bowden Cave, WV, Cricket Maze Cave,
WV, Silers Cave, WV, Great Onyx Cave
at Mammoth Cave NP, KY, and Gap
Cave (was Cudjo’s Cave) at Cumberland
National Park, VA/KY with lots of help
from Dave Socky and Bob Alderson.
The cave lists I continue to maintain are:
USA & World Long & Deep Caves,
Deepest Pits USA & World, Biggest
Rooms, Lava Tubes, Gypsum Caves,
Salt Caves, Piping Caves, Underwater
Caves and a few more.
All can be found at www.caverbob.com

Bob Gulden at Nutt Cave, WV

Joe Zokaites‘ Shadow.
Photo by Dave Socky
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Pandemic Caving – BRG Rules
Most small groups of cavers who are
still caving during the Covid-19 Pandemic are following these rules.
To preserve the health of cavers on
the grotto trip and others in their
‘bubble’:
1.

You cannot go on the cave trip if
you have tested positive for COVID
within 2 weeks.

2.

You cannot go on the cave trip if
you have been around/exposed to a
COVID positive person within 2
weeks.

3.

You cannot go on the cave trip if
you have been travelling on a plane,
train or bus within 2 weeks.

4.

You cannot go on the cave trip if
you have been out of town to visit
large groups/family you are not normally exposed to on a regular basis
within 2 weeks.

12/19/2020: McClung Cave, WV.
Participants: David Socky, Bill
Koerschner, Philip Balister, & Bob
Alderson. Surveyed from Second
Breakdown toward the First Breakdown where we tied into Nick's survey team that went from the Gate toward us with the ADH survey. It was
a 12-hour trip with 1621 feet surveyed.
12/27/2020: McClung Cave, WV.
Participants included David Socky,
Greg Springer, Bill Koerschner, and
Bob Alderson. Surveyed the main
connector between the passage after
the First Breakdown and the Junction
Complex (DAN survey). Nick, Alex,
and Jonny surveyed in the First
Breakdown. Our survey designation
was GDS for Geezer Deluxe Survey.
It was a 12-hour trip with 1413 feet
surveyed.

5.

You cannot go on the cave trip if
you have been sick in general within
2 weeks.

There may be exceptions to the
rules. Decisions will be made on a case
-by-case basis.
Contact Susan Burr at 540-989-5809 or
pondlady97@gmail.com for more info
or to sign up for Blue Ridge Grotto
trips.
The caves have been there for thousands
to millions of years.
They will wait for you.
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BRG January Grotto
Trip Report
James Cave, VA
1/23/2021

Participants: Doug Feller, Susan Burr,
Lauren Appel, Jeff Huffman, Mystik
Miller (guest), Briana Bennett (guest)
We went back to the pretties. We did
use a handline for one of the drops.
Everyone had a good time. We took
lots of pictures. We all suffered
through
all
the
crawls
&
stoop walking. At least there are lots
of nice formations to make it worth it.
Doug took Mystik & Jeff out the other
entrance, on the other side of the road.
I took Lauren & Briana out the regular
entrance. We had to retrieve a couple
of coats left there. Afterwards, Doug,
Jeff, Mystik & I went to dinner, while
the others headed home.
Susan Burr

1/3/2021: McClung Cave, WV. Participants included David Socky, Greg
Springer, Bill Koerschner. Lower level
of breezeway from turnoff to Junction
Complex toward the gate. We also did
the stream bypass between the Breezeway and the passage after the First
Breakdown. Both Greg and I sketched.
Nick Socky, Alex Faunce, and Jonny
Prouty surveyed in the First Breakdown,
but we never saw them. Also, Shawn
Hogbin and Coleman McHose surveyed
beyond the Muddy's on Saturday and
got 1181 feet of survey. It was a productive weekend.
1/9/2021: McClung Cave, WV. Participants included David Socky, Chris
Coates, David Smallwood-team 1. Nikki
Fox, Bill Koerschner, and Carl Amundson-team 2. Nick Socky and Alex
Faunce-team 3. Between all three teams
we surveyed 2000 feet. Nick and Alex

started Bat bone Crawl. Nikki and
team surveyed the lead south of the
Junction Complex, and we surveyed
the downstream side lead off the
Breezeway that carries the Cupola
Canyon water, plus we did the lead
off the Beetle Room. Our survey was
wet in belly crawl with lots of mud
tossed in. Nikki's survey passage was
dry.
1/10/2021: Porter Cave, VA. Susan
Burr, Lauren Appel, Jeff & Hillary
Huffman, and Mystik Miller did a 3 ½
hour trip into Porter Cave. Susan and
Hillary toured the Big Room while
the others squirmed through the Keyhole to parts beyond and back.
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BRG cavers know how to pick them!
Every year, the NSS Convention offers a
“Cover Art Contest”. Grottos submit their
favorite covers from the previous year to be
judged and selected for awards. Most recently, the CARBIDE DUMP won Best of Show
and merit awards for newsletter covers.

Jan. 2020 v55 n1: Simeon
Warner ascending Apricot Pit in
Lechuguilla Cave, NM.
Photo by Nick Socky

June 2020 v55 n5: Nick Socky
placing a rope pad at the top of
Cousin It Pit in Great Savannah
Cave System, WV (Maxwelton).
Photo by Nikki Fox

February 2021, V56, #2

The Carbide Dump
To be considered, a cover must be original,
not previously used or reprinted. Covers
may be photographic or non-photographic; a
few other rules apply.
The covers are much more stunning in color
– look at them on-line for the best viewing.
Below are covers from the 2020 CARBIDE

Feb. 2020 v55 n2: Gypsum hair
in the Crystal Gallery in Butler
Cave, VA.
Photo by Dave Socky

DUMPS – vote for your favorite five covers,
and send your votes to co-editor Mary Sue
Socky at sockymss@cox.net You do not
have to be a BRG member to vote.
Voting ends April 1, 2021.

Vote Well, and Vote Often!
Click on this LINK for online viewing of
covers from the BRG Website.

Mar 2020 v55 n3: Alex Faunce in Big Muddy
passage in McClung Cave, WV.
Photo by Nick Socky

July 2020 v55 n6: Rebecca StewartCalderone in the Broomstick Room in
McClung Cave, WV. Photo by Dave Socky

Apr. 2020 v55 n4: Aaron Clair and
Nick Socky in Classic Canyon of
Great Savannah Cave System, WV
(Maxwelton). Photo by Dave Socky

Aug 2020 v55 n7: Eric Steinburg admiring
soda straws in Dry Cave, WV.
Photo by Nick Socky

Nov. 2020 v55 n9: Part of the “Crawl Master-900” - a virgin tube to a
new Sweetwater breakout in Maxwelton Sink Cave, WV, with Irina
Tăbărană. Photo by Nick Socky

Sept 2020 v55 n8: Nikki Fox
checking out the waterfall in
McClungs Cave, WV.
Photo by Nick Socky

February 2021, V56, #2

The Carbide Dump
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Some Old - And Some New

Al Stewart (2nd from right) and Pals after exploring
Grapevine Pit, WV in 1970s. Photo by Joe Banks.

Retreat Camp in Maxwelton/Sweetwater, WV.
Photo by Dave Socky

Al Stewart and crew using flashes in a big room,
Gilley Cave, 1967. Photo by Joe Banks

Nick Socky, Dave Socky, Casey Tucker, Eric Pelkey, and
Carl Amundson in Maxwelton/Sweetwater, WV.
Photo by Nikki Fox.

Al Stewart at camp in Gilley Cave, VA, in 1967. Photo by
Joe Banks

Bob Alderson using Zebra and Sten lights with a Pixel
3a phone as a camera. Photo by Dave Socky

